Discover Execution Management
Hi, we’re Celonis, and we’re the pioneers of a new class
of technology: the Execution Management System.
The Celonis Execution Management System (EMS) is built to maximize execution capacity —
the level of performance that a company can achieve with their available time and
resources. By bringing together process analytics, AI and automation, we help
companies achieve execution capacity breakthroughs.

Unlock your execution capacity
Most companies are not performing at their full potential. Their execution capacity is limited by the rigid and

fragmented systems they work in. This system complexity puts an artificial cap on performance, leading to what
we call execution gaps: all-too-common errors, inefficiencies and delays.

To eliminate execution gaps and maximize your execution capacity, you need a different kind of
system: the Celonis EMS.

How the EMS works
The Celonis EMS consists of execution instruments, execution applications, a developer studio, and an EMS store.
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Get started fast with over 270 pre-built instruments and apps in the EMS Store. Customers,
partners and 3rd-party devs can also build their own with Celonis Studio.
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